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01.  Set six points (a-f) into a hexagonal
 shape, connect with lines, create a plane
 and extrude 0.5 units along z axis. 
02.  Connect points a+e, a+b, e+d and b+d  into 
 a rectengle, create a surface and extrude 
 6 units along z axis. 
03.  Duplicate steps 01. + 02. and move 
 up 6 units along z axis. 
04.  Select the top rectangular prism, set 
 center point, and rotate 45 degrees.
05. Copy the geometry produced from 
 steps 01.-04. and move 12 units 
 up along z axis.
06. Using the same geometry as step 05. duplicate
 3 more times, moving these units up along the
 z axis by increasing incriments of 12. 

(6 units)

(45 degrees)
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REVISED PSEUDO-CODE // 

REASONS FOR REVISIONS //
 
 Within Grasshoper I found it was more 
 efficient to  duplicate and move geometry 
 along the z axis and then transform (ie. rotate)
 versus my first code that moved my original 
 6 points for each layer and create different 
 connections within those points. 

GRASSHOPPER OUTPUT // 

Isonometric 

Rendered Isonometric 

Section + Plan

VARIATION 01 // 

 For step 01. in 
 pseudo-code set the 
 six points to an 
 irregular hexagon

Rendered Isonometric 

Plan 

VARIATION 02 // 

 For step 01. in 
 pseudo-code set the 
 six points to 
 irregular concave
 hexagon

VARIATION 03 // 

 For step 01. in 
 pseudo-code set 
 the six points to 
 a perfect hexagon

VARIATION 04 // 

 For step 01. in 
 pseudo-code set the 
 six points a
 concave hexagon

VARIATION 05 // 

 For step 02. in 
 pseudo-code 
 extrude resulting 
 rectangle 3 units 
 along z-axis

VARIATION 06 // 

 For step 04. in 
 pseudo-code 
 rotate the top 
 prism 135 degrees

Diagram 
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